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What is Python?
Python is a programming language created by Guido van Rossum in 1991.

It is a high level, interpreted, dynamic typed, strong typed, garbage collected 
language, supporting many programming styles (imperative, functional, 
procedural, object oriented programming).

The name comes after the Monty Python Flying Circus.
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https://www.python.org/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Monty_Python%27s_Flying_Circus


Why Python?
Python has a simple, clean syntax. It’s easy to learn.

The type system doesn’t get in the way of coding, if not required.

Python has rich standard libraries and a huge amount of packages:

● Builtin data types for numbers, strings, lists, tuples, sets, dictionaries
● Strong numeric processing capabilities, with support to fast CPU/GPU 

parallel processing.
● State-of-the-art packages for NLP, data processing, statistical machine 

learning, deep learning.

It recently had a fast growth and it is currently among the most used and most 
appreciated languages. 3

https://stackoverflow.blog/2017/09/06/incredible-growth-python/?platform=hootsuite
https://www.tiobe.com/tiobe-index/
http://pypl.github.io/PYPL.html
http://pypl.github.io/PYPL.html


Which Python version should I use?
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Which Python version should I use?
“But… I already have code written in Python 2”

Although Python 3 is not fully backward compatible with Python 2, there are 
few differences and a key aspect in favor of Python 3:

● Strings, are not just bytes sequences, they are Unicode sequences.
○ This is huge improvement for us working with text!

“Python 2.x is legacy, Python 3.x is the present and future of the language”

○ Python 3 has been first released in 2008 (3.4 in 2014), it is not a recent novelty.
○ Python 2 had its last release, 2.7, in 2010, since then it is on end-of-life support.

Instagram has moved its 400M users platform from Py2 to Py3
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https://wiki.python.org/moin/Python2orPython3
https://thenewstack.io/instagram-makes-smooth-move-python-3/


Installation
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Installation
The open source reference implementation of python is available from the 
python foundation.

However, I warmly suggest you to install the Anaconda distribution.

Anaconda can be installed without super user privileges, and it does not 
conflicts with existing python installations.

If you use Windows, anaconda solves many issues with native compilation of 
C,C++ portions of code that may be part of packages, specially ML ones.

The conda management tool for environments and packages is simple to use, 
and it provides precompiled packages for many platforms.
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https://www.python.org/
https://www.anaconda.com/download/


Installation - environments
Environments allow to have multiple, distinct, independent installations of 
Python, each one with its selection of installed packages:

>conda create -n ta python

In this way you can manage a dedicated setup for each of your projects.
Messing up one environment does not affects the others.

When you want to use an environment you activate it:

mac/linux>conda activate ta

windows>activate ta
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https://www.datacamp.com/community/tutorials/virtual-environment-in-python
https://docs.conda.io/projects/conda/en/latest/user-guide/tasks/manage-environments.html


Installation
The conda command can be used to install/remove packages:

>conda install nltk scikit-learn matplotlib gensim keras 

 beautifulsoup4 pandas 

When a package is not available from the main anaconda repository, it may be 
installable from dedicated channels:

>conda install pytorch -c pytorch

Otherwise it can be installed using the pip tool, the standard package 
manager for python:

>pip install tweepy
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https://pypi.python.org/pypi
https://pypi.python.org/pypi


Installation
Packages and environments can be managed also from jupyter:

From a dedicated panel:

>conda install nb_conda
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http://jupyter.org/


Installation
Packages and environments can be managed also from jupyter:

Running shell commands
directly in the notebook:
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http://jupyter.org/


Running Python
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Console
Python can be run as an interactive command interpreter:

>ipython

Python 3.6.4 |Anaconda, Inc.| (default, Jan 16 2018, 10:22:32) [MSC v.1900 64 bit (AMD64)]

Type 'copyright', 'credits' or 'license' for more information

IPython 6.2.1 -- An enhanced Interactive Python. Type '?' for help.

In [1]: a = 5

In [2]: a**2

Out[2]: 25

In [3]: for i in range(5):

   ...:     print(i, i**2)

   ...:

0 0

1 1

2 4

3 9

4 16

In [4]: exit() 13



Notebooks
A notebook is an interactive computational 
environment, in which pieces of code are 
organized in “code cells” whose output is 
shown “output cells” the notebook itself.

Notebooks can contain many types of cells, 
such as rich text, plots, animations.

Notebook are useful for exploration, 
experimentation, and reporting results.

You can install Jupyter notebooks on your 
computer or use a hosted service, e.g., Colab.
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https://jupyter.org/
https://colab.research.google.com/


Scripts
A script is a Python source file, i.e., text file, with .py extension, that defines a 
directly executable program and/or a module declaring functions and classes.

Content of a hello.py file:

def hello():

    print('Hello world!')

hello()

Execution:

>python hello.py

Hello world!

>
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Which editor?
I warmly suggest PyCharm.
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https://www.jetbrains.com/pycharm/


Detailed tutorials
Here you can find a list detailed tutorials that introduce all the basic concepts 
of Python.
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https://realpython.com/learning-paths/python3-introduction/

